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Spectrum — light vs heavy (detail)

λ (lowered) and ρ split well for Λ
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• Establish the distinctive λ and ρ modes 
• Masses, spin and parity 
• Decays and productions
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Decays      Ex. of Λc(2620) 3/2– →Λgsππ

81

LC ¼ gcψ⃗
†
Σ"
c

!
S⃗† · ∇⃗ σ⃗ ·∇⃗ −

1

3
S⃗† · σ⃗ ∇⃗2

"
ψΛ"

c
· π⃗ þ h:c:; ð3Þ

82
LD ¼ gdψ

†
Λc
ðS⃗ · ∇⃗Þψ⃗Σ"

c
· π⃗ þ h:c:; ð4Þ

83 where the derivatives act on the pion field, and the isovector
84 structure is indicated explicitly for the pion and Σc fields as
85 π⃗ and ψ⃗Σc

. The structure of the Lagrangian also depends on
86 the spin and parity of Λ"

c and, hence, also on the angular
87 momentum of the out-going pion. For instance, the vertex A
88 has s-wave structure, vertex B has p-wave structure, vertex
89 C has d-wave structure, and so forth. In Eqs. (3) and (4), the
90 spin transfer matrix Sμ [12] is defined by the Clebsh-
91 Gordan coefficients

h3=2αjSμj1=2βi ¼ ð3=2α1μj1=2βÞ; ð5Þ

92 where α and β are the spin states of a particle with spins 3=2
93 and 1=2, respectively.
94 For Λ"

cð2625Þ → Λcπþ π−, the Lagrangian for each
95 vertex is written as

LA ¼ faψ⃗
†
Σc

!
σ⃗ · ∇⃗ S⃗ ·∇⃗ −

1

3
σ⃗ · S⃗∇⃗2

"
ψΛ"

c
· π⃗ þ H:c:; ð6Þ

96
LB ¼ fbψ

†
Λc
ðσ⃗ · ∇⃗Þψ⃗Σc

· π⃗ þ H:c:; ð7Þ

97Ls
C ¼ fcψ⃗

†
Σ"
c
ψΛ"

c
· π⃗ þ H:c:; ð8Þ

98
Ld
C ¼ f0cψ⃗

†
Σ"
c

!
Σ⃗ · ∇⃗ Σ⃗ ·∇⃗ −

1

3
Σ⃗ · Σ⃗∇⃗2

"
ψΛ"

c
· π⃗ þ H:c:; ð9Þ

99
LD ¼ fdψ

†
Λc
ðS⃗ · ∇⃗Þψ⃗Σ"

c
· π⃗ þ H:c:; ð10Þ

100where Σμ are

h3=22 αjΣμj3=2 βi ¼ ð3=2 α 1 μj3=2 βÞ: ð11Þ

101We note that there are two possible structures for the vertex
102C; s-wave and d-wave. Later, we will notice that the s-wave
103Lagrangian gives large contributions compared to d-wave.
104The coupling constants g and f in the effective
105Lagrangians are extracted from the quark model by
106equating the amplitudes in the two models. In the quark
107model, the amplitudes of Yi → Yfπ, which correspond to
108the vertices in Fig. 2 are calculated by

− iT QMð2πÞ4δð4Þðpf − piÞ

¼
Z

d4xhYfðJf; s0ÞπjiLπqqðxÞjYiðJi; sÞi; ð12Þ

109where YiðfÞ denote the initial (final) charmed baryons, and
110the πqq interaction in the quark model is given in the form
111of the pseudovector coupling. It contains a quark axial
112coupling gqA for the coupling strength. The choice of this
113parameter will be discussed later. The detailed calculation
114can be found in Ref. [10]. Likewise, the matrix elements
115derived from effective Lagrangians are

− iT ELð2πÞ4

δð4Þðpf − piÞ ¼
Z
d4xhYfðJf; s0ÞπjiLαðxÞjYiðJi; sÞi; ð13Þ

116where the symbol α stands for A, B, C or D.

117B. Coupling constants for Λ"
cð2595Þ

118The coupling constants in the effective Lagrangians
119(1)–(10) extracted from the nonrelativistic quark model
120for Λ"

cð2595Þ with λ mode are given by

ga ¼ G
#!

−1ffiffiffi
2

p
"
C1aλ þ

!
q

3
ffiffiffi
2

p
"
C2

qλ
aλ

%
; ð14Þ

121
gb ¼

!
1ffiffiffi
3

p
"
iGC2; ð15Þ

F2:1 FIG. 2. All possible Feynman diagrams describing sequential
F2:2 decay of Λ"

c → Λcπþ π−. Λ"
c is either Λ"

cð2595Þ or Λ"
cð2625Þ. The

F2:3 diagrams consist of the process going through Σ"
cð2520Þ and

F2:4 Σcð2455Þ and their different charged states.

F1:1 FIG. 1. The level structure of low lying charmed baryons and
F1:2 their strong decays through pion emission. Black arrows indicate
F1:3 kinematically allowed decays, while red arrows are for kinemat-
F1:4 ically forbidden ones to the closed channel.
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FIG. 5. Dalitz plot and invariant mass distribution of
⇤⇤

c(2595) ! ⇤c⇡
+⇡� with ⌃(⇤)0

c ⇡+ and ⌃(⇤)++
c ⇡� channels

in intermediate state. ⇤⇤
c(2595) is assumed to be � mode.

wave nature of the two-body final state. Indeed, we show
here that the three-body processes give significant con-
tributions. This can be used to distinguish the � and ⇢
modes.

We compare decay widths calculated from various in-
termediates states with di↵erent mode assignments in Ta-
ble II. Firstly, our results are consistent with two-body
analysis in our previous work [10] by which we can not
disentangle which mode is dominant for ⇤⇤

c(2625). Now
by looking at the results of the closed channel contribu-
tion as shown in the lower three lines, we can see that

TABLE II. Various contributions to the decay width of
⇤⇤

c(2625) in the sequential process with the � and ⇢ mode as-
signments with di↵erent intermediate states (in unit of MeV).
The right column shows partial decay widths into ⌃c⇡ and
those into ⇤c⇡⇡ 3-body shown in PDG [12]

Intermediate �-mode ⇢-mode
Exp.[12]

state j = 1 j = 1 j = 2
⌃++

c ⇡� 0.037 0.018 0.033 <0.05 (<5%)
⌃0

c⇡
+ 0.031 0.016 0.030 <0.05 (<5%)

⌃+
c ⇡

0 0.053 0.027 0.049 -
3-body (large)

⌃⇤++
c ⇡� 0.044 0.190 0 -

⌃⇤0
c ⇡+ 0.064 0.285 0 -

⌃⇤+
c ⇡0 0.071 0.306 0 -

�total 0.300 0.842 0.112 < 0.97
R 0.61 0.93 0

FIG. 6. Dalitz plot and invariant mass distribution of
⇤⇤

c(2595) ! ⇤c⇡
0⇡0 with ⌃(⇤)+

c ⇡0 channels in intermediate
state. ⇤⇤

c(2595) is assumed to be � mode.

the decay width is sensitive to the coupling of ⌃⇤
c .

Concerning the total decay width, experimentally only
the upper limit is known. Therefore, we can not exclude
all the possibility since they are below the upper limit.
However, we analyze further by considering the ratio of
the decay width

R =
�(⇤⇤

c ! ⇤c⇡+⇡�(non-resonant))

�(⇤⇤
c ! ⇤c⇡+⇡�(total))

, (52)

where the value is R = 0.54±0.14 [15]. This value seems
consistent with the � mode assignment.

In Fig. 7-9, we show Dalitz plots and invariant mass
distributions for the decay of ⇤⇤

c(2625) with di↵erent as-
signments. Fig. 7 is for the � mode and shows that
the most contributions are concentrated around the res-
onance ⌃c(2455) region because the contribution of the
closed channel ⌃⇤

c(2520) is not large.

Figures 8 and 9 are for the two ⇢ modes, which show
interesting features. The ⇢ mode with j = 1 in Fig. 8 has
a large contribution from the closed ⌃⇤

c(2520) channel,
showing a large background strength over the allowed
region with less prominent peak structure from the open
⌃c(2455) channel. Contrary, ⇢ with j = 2 mode has zero
contribution from the closed channel and therefore, shows
only a peak structure around the open ⌃c(2455) channel.
These di↵erences are clear, which will be useful to further
distinguish the nature of the ⇤⇤

c(2625) resonance.

R = 0.61 0.91 0.00

7

FIG. 7. Dalitz plot and invariant mass distribution of
⇤⇤

c(2625)(��mode) ! ⇤c⇡
+⇡�

FIG. 9. Dalitz plot and invariant mass distribution of
⇤⇤

c(2625)(⇢�mode, j = 2) ! ⇤c⇡
+⇡�

IV. SUMMARY

E↵ective Lagrangian method has been used for the
study of three-body decays of ⇤⇤

c(2595) and ⇤⇤
c(2625)

FIG. 8. Dalitz plot and invariant mass distribution of
⇤⇤

c(2625)(⇢�mode, j = 1) ! ⇤c⇡
+⇡�

in which the coupling constants are extracted from the
quark model. We have considered the sequential decays
through ⌃c⇡ and ⌃⇤

c⇡ in intermediate states. By com-
paring the theoretical predictions with the experimental
data, we have extracted useful information about the ex-
citation mode of those states.

By using currently available experimental data, we
have argued that both ⇤⇤

c(2595) and ⇤⇤
c(2625) are most

likely dominated by the � mode and all other possibili-
ties of ⇢ modes are unlikely. For ⇤⇤

c(2595) with � mode,
the two-body decay width is consistent with the data. In
contrast, ⇢ mode assignments overestimate significantly
the decay width. In the case of ⇤⇤

c(2625), the ratio of the
⇤⇤
c ! ⇡+⇡� (non-resonant) and ⇤⇤

c ! ⇡+⇡�(total) de-
cays seems consistent with the data, but further informa-
tion on the Dalitz plots and invariant mass distributions
should be useful to distinguish its structure.
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λ mode ρ1 mode ρ2 mode

 * prefers λ mode∼ 0.54 ± 0.14
H. Albrecht et al. (ARGUS Collaboration),  
Phys. Lett. B 6 441 317, 227 (1993). 

ΔE(2620) ~ 330 MeV 
supports the λ mode

Three-body Dalitz analysis
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Roper siblings in various flavors ?

Systematics of the SU(3) Baryon Spectra 1277

rule out the possibility that Σ S11(1750) could be a member of 48MS, as it seems to
become degenerate with Σ D15 (1775). In this case Σ S11(2000) in Table I would be
identified with a member of 210MS. We should also mention that we do not consider
possible configuration mixings, which would become important for such states as
N S11(1535) − N S11(1650), where 28MS and 48MS mix, 2), 17) and Σ S11(1750) −
Σ D13 (1940) − Σ S11(2000), where 28MS, 48MS and 210MS mix. 18)

In Fig. 2, the horizontal axes are labeled by the spin-flavor representations,
which are grouped into N, Λ,Σ and ∆ states. The negative parity baryons have
a mixed symmetric (MS) spatial wave function and are all identified with members
of the 70-plet. In contrast, positive parity baryons can have either a symmetric (S for
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Fig. 2. Excitation energies of positive and negative parity states of the SU(3) baryons. States
listed in Table I (other than the Ξ baryons) are plotted. Data are taken from the particle data
group 15) and the energies are measured from the ground states of SU(3) octet 28S and decouplet
410S. Those states with three and four stars are shown by solid bars and those with one and
two stars by gray bars. The theoretical DOQ prediction is plotted with the dashed lines, with
the orbital angular momentum shown in the right part of the figures. For D35(1930) we cannot
assign a quantum number. The labels on the horizontal axis are 2S+1Dσ for representations of
SU(2) × SU(3) − SU(6). Further details are explained in the text.
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2 Roper-like resonances with various flavor contents and their two-pion
3 emission decays
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9 We study the three-body decay of the newly observed bottom baryon Λ!
bð6072Þ by LHCb;

10 Λ!
bð6072Þ → Λbππ. Its mass about 500 MeV above the ground state Λb and a broad width imply that

11 the state could be an analogue of the Roper resonance of the nucleon Nð1440Þ. In terms of sequential
12 processes going through Σb and Σ!

b, we find that the observed invariant mass distribution is reproduced
13 assuming its spin and parity JP ¼ 1=2þ . We discuss that the ratio of the two sequential processes and
14 angular correlation of two pions are useful for the determination of spin and parity. We suggest further
15 studies for the Roper resonance analogue in various flavor contents, raising an interesting and important
16 question in baryon spectroscopy.

DOI:17

18 In this work, motivated by the recent observation of
19 Λ!

bð6072Þ by CMS and LHCb collaborations [1,2], with the
20 mass and width M ¼ 6072.3 MeV and Γ ¼ 72 MeV mea-
21 sured by LHCb [2], we discuss it as a state analogous to the
22 Roper resonance Nð1440Þ with spin and parity JP ¼ 1=2þ

23 in heavy flavor sectors. It is shown that the three-body
24 decay of two pion emission is particularly useful to
25 determine its unknown spin and parity.
26 The Roper resonance is the first excited state of the
27 nucleon of JP ¼ 1=2þ [3]. It has been a mysterious state
28 because its properties such as the mass and level ordering
29 with negative parity nucleons have not been easily
30 explained by the conventional quark model (for a recent
31 review see for instance [4]). Detailed studies by a dynami-
32 cal model for meson-baryon scatterings [5,6] and by the
33 measurement of the transition form factor in a wide range
34 of momentum transfer Q2 [7] have convinced us that it is a
35 radial excitation of the nucleon. Furthermore, several lattice
36 simulations support this picture [8–10]. As demonstrated
37 in [5,6], one promising physical interpretation is that the
38 Roper resonance is a quark core coupled by meson clouds.
39 The quark-meson interaction then has a significant effect in
40 reducing the large mass of the quark core excitation. An
41 alternative description was made in Ref. [11] where the
42 pion (in general Nambu-Goldstone boson) exchange inter-
43 action reduced the mass of the quark core excitation. In this

44way, the mass ordering of positive and negative parity
45baryons were well reproduced for nonstrange and strange
46baryons.
47On the other hand, similar states of JP ¼ 1=2þ with
48almost the same excitation energies have been known for
49some time for hyperons systematically [12,13]. The recent
50observation ofΛ!

bð6072Þ could add another candidate in the
51list of the analogous states. In fact, there is also a candidate
52in the charm sector, Λ!

cð2765Þ. Note that in PDG it is not
53yet determined whether it is Λ!

c or Σ!
c, but recent report

54suggests that it is likely to be an isoscalarΛ!
c [14]. However,

55the spin and parity of these charmed and bottom candidates
56are not yet determined. Observing this situation, we show
57possible candidate states in Fig. 1 with their excitation
58energies. They are similar not only in masses but also in
59decays through two pion emission which is dominated by
60the sequential processes going through intermediate baryon
61resonances as shown in Fig. 2, while a nonresonant
62contribution is insignificant. These rather universal features
63in various flavor sectors may suggest important dynamics
64of low energy QCD.

F1:1FIG. 1. Excitation energies of the first excited JP ¼ 1=2þ

F1:2baryons and candidates with various flavor contents. Red bars
F1:3are for those with undetermined spin and parity.
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ΔM ∼ 500 MeV
Γ ∼ 50 − 100 MeV
JP ∼ 1/2+

, ,  Λc(2765) Ξc(2970) Λb(6072)

81

LC ¼ gcψ⃗
†
Σ"
c

!
S⃗† · ∇⃗ σ⃗ ·∇⃗ −

1

3
S⃗† · σ⃗ ∇⃗2

"
ψΛ"

c
· π⃗ þ h:c:; ð3Þ

82
LD ¼ gdψ

†
Λc
ðS⃗ · ∇⃗Þψ⃗Σ"

c
· π⃗ þ h:c:; ð4Þ

83 where the derivatives act on the pion field, and the isovector
84 structure is indicated explicitly for the pion and Σc fields as
85 π⃗ and ψ⃗Σc

. The structure of the Lagrangian also depends on
86 the spin and parity of Λ"

c and, hence, also on the angular
87 momentum of the out-going pion. For instance, the vertex A
88 has s-wave structure, vertex B has p-wave structure, vertex
89 C has d-wave structure, and so forth. In Eqs. (3) and (4), the
90 spin transfer matrix Sμ [12] is defined by the Clebsh-
91 Gordan coefficients

h3=2αjSμj1=2βi ¼ ð3=2α1μj1=2βÞ; ð5Þ

92 where α and β are the spin states of a particle with spins 3=2
93 and 1=2, respectively.
94 For Λ"

cð2625Þ → Λcπþ π−, the Lagrangian for each
95 vertex is written as

LA ¼ faψ⃗
†
Σc

!
σ⃗ · ∇⃗ S⃗ ·∇⃗ −

1

3
σ⃗ · S⃗∇⃗2

"
ψΛ"

c
· π⃗ þ H:c:; ð6Þ

96
LB ¼ fbψ

†
Λc
ðσ⃗ · ∇⃗Þψ⃗Σc

· π⃗ þ H:c:; ð7Þ

97Ls
C ¼ fcψ⃗

†
Σ"
c
ψΛ"

c
· π⃗ þ H:c:; ð8Þ

98
Ld
C ¼ f0cψ⃗

†
Σ"
c

!
Σ⃗ · ∇⃗ Σ⃗ ·∇⃗ −

1

3
Σ⃗ · Σ⃗∇⃗2

"
ψΛ"

c
· π⃗ þ H:c:; ð9Þ

99
LD ¼ fdψ

†
Λc
ðS⃗ · ∇⃗Þψ⃗Σ"

c
· π⃗ þ H:c:; ð10Þ

100where Σμ are

h3=22 αjΣμj3=2 βi ¼ ð3=2 α 1 μj3=2 βÞ: ð11Þ

101We note that there are two possible structures for the vertex
102C; s-wave and d-wave. Later, we will notice that the s-wave
103Lagrangian gives large contributions compared to d-wave.
104The coupling constants g and f in the effective
105Lagrangians are extracted from the quark model by
106equating the amplitudes in the two models. In the quark
107model, the amplitudes of Yi → Yfπ, which correspond to
108the vertices in Fig. 2 are calculated by

− iT QMð2πÞ4δð4Þðpf − piÞ

¼
Z

d4xhYfðJf; s0ÞπjiLπqqðxÞjYiðJi; sÞi; ð12Þ

109where YiðfÞ denote the initial (final) charmed baryons, and
110the πqq interaction in the quark model is given in the form
111of the pseudovector coupling. It contains a quark axial
112coupling gqA for the coupling strength. The choice of this
113parameter will be discussed later. The detailed calculation
114can be found in Ref. [10]. Likewise, the matrix elements
115derived from effective Lagrangians are

− iT ELð2πÞ4

δð4Þðpf − piÞ ¼
Z
d4xhYfðJf; s0ÞπjiLαðxÞjYiðJi; sÞi; ð13Þ

116where the symbol α stands for A, B, C or D.

117B. Coupling constants for Λ"
cð2595Þ

118The coupling constants in the effective Lagrangians
119(1)–(10) extracted from the nonrelativistic quark model
120for Λ"

cð2595Þ with λ mode are given by

ga ¼ G
#!

−1ffiffiffi
2

p
"
C1aλ þ

!
q

3
ffiffiffi
2

p
"
C2

qλ
aλ

%
; ð14Þ

121
gb ¼

!
1ffiffiffi
3

p
"
iGC2; ð15Þ

F2:1 FIG. 2. All possible Feynman diagrams describing sequential
F2:2 decay of Λ"

c → Λcπþ π−. Λ"
c is either Λ"

cð2595Þ or Λ"
cð2625Þ. The

F2:3 diagrams consist of the process going through Σ"
cð2520Þ and

F2:4 Σcð2455Þ and their different charged states.

F1:1 FIG. 1. The level structure of low lying charmed baryons and
F1:2 their strong decays through pion emission. Black arrows indicate
F1:3 kinematically allowed decays, while red arrows are for kinemat-
F1:4 ically forbidden ones to the closed channel.

A. J. ARIFI, H. NAGAHIRO, and A. HOSAKA PHYSICAL REVIEW D XX, 000000 (XXXX)
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Mostly 2π decays

P11(1440)

LHCb, JHEP 06 (2020) 136
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Describes well 
LHCb, JHEP 06 (2020) 136, arXiv:2002.05112 [hep-ex] 
Arifi, Arifi, Nagahiro, Hosaka and Tanida, Phys.Rev.D 101 (2020) 11, 111502

Line shape is explained by the HQ symmetry ~ quark model shares 
→ suggesting to study in the quark model

Λb(6072) → Λb + π + π
[AU]

Calculations

Data
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Conventional description with a heavy quark

(1) Masses - lowering of λ modes 

2286 (2285)

2625 (2630) 
2595 (2628)

2765 (2857) 6072 (6153)

5920 (5939) 
5912 (5938)

5620 (5618) 2467 (2466)

2815 (2783) 
2790 (2773)

2970 (2924)

1/2+

1/2−

1/2+

N = 0

N = 1

N = 2

3/2−

~ 300 MeV

~ 200 MeV

ΞcΛbΛc
EXP (Model) EXP (Model) EXP (Model)

→ Consistent

λ mode dominant

Yoshida et al, Phys.Rev.D 92 (2015) 11, 114029 
Roberts and Pervin, Int.J.Mod.Phys.A 23 (2008) 2817-2860
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(2) Decays (Pion emission) Focus on  baryonsΛc

       15 
       1.9

Σc(2520)
Σc(2455)

31 [1] 
4.3 [1]

                     EXP             Model 
     50-70            3 [1] 
    < 0.97            0.3 [2] 
       2.6              2.2 [1]

Λc(2765)
Λc(2625)
Λc(2595)

[1] Nagahiro et al, PRD95, 014023 (2017) 
[2] Arifi et al, PRD95, 114018 (2017)

The total width is too small

Width Γ in MeV

Σc(2455)
Σc(2520)

Λc(2595)
Λc(2625)

Λc(2765)
π

π

Λc(2765)

1/2-

1/2+

1/2+

Using the leading terms of  ℒπqq =
gq

A

2fπ
q̄γμγ5q ⃗τq ⋅ ∂μ ⃗π
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Assuming  to be of JP = 1/2+Λc(2765)
• The pion transition is forbidden to the leading order

⃗σ ⋅ ⃗q τa
πa(q)

S = I = 0 S = I = 1Λ*c Σc

A ∼ (Spin − isospin part) × ⟨Σc(orbital) |ei ⃗q ⋅ ⃗x |Λ*c (orbital)⟩ → 0!

Suppressed ~ orthogonality of Σc and Λc*
n = 0 n = 1

• Similar case is known for the EM transition

Table 1 
Photoelectric matrix elements A NR calculated using a simple nonrelativistic model and relativistic correctionsA RC. The experi- 
mental data are taken from table IV. 1. at p. 160 of ref. [1]. Units for these amplitudes are 10 .3 GeV -1/2. 

Mql/-~ ( 1 )  -1 
State Multiplet XN ANR ARC × uk V4~r 2 - A RC A NR + A  RC A exp 

P11(1470) 2 8 1 / 2 1 5 6 ' 0 + ] 2 2 - 1 ~ I  1 -1726 I - ~ l  × R~o/3x/~s* -3121 -54 
1-'1 I _ - d  

1 p - 2 0  (2x/r~R~o+R~l)/12x/~ 26 6 
2 - 4 3  - 9  - 5 2  

2 - 1 2 9  X - 1 5  - 1 4 4  

Sl1(1535) 2 8 1 / 2 1 7 0 , 1 - ] 1 1 2  Ilnl p -126171 [_ ~I×(2R~o_.,f~R~I)/12 ~ -7425 -10197 

! P 0 (x/~R~o+Rhll)/2X/~ 0 0 
2 n - 3 6  0 - 3 6  

F15(1688) 285/2[56,2+]2 ! PIlnl 1 1321 23 24 2 34 × (2x/~R~° + W/ '2RSl) /6x/~ 
- - 1 5  19 

3_In] 740 [-321 R ~ I / 3 x / ~ X  -21  32 -21106 

In] I- l o o Sl1(1700) 481/2 [70,1-] 1 1 p 0 (-x/-2RlX0 + R~l)/6x'/"6 - 2 4  4 2 28 X 

1 p 0 (_RlXo + 2x/~R~I) /6x/T~ 0 0 
2 - 1 2  27 15 

- fnl o o o 2 - 6 4  _ X (3R~o - ,v/2R~l)/6,4rff 47 - 1 7  

Pl1(1780) 2 8 1 / 2 1 7 0 ' 0 + ] 2 2 I l n 1 1 3  [ ~ ]  x R°° /6  1 p - 3 9  X* 32 - 7  
- - 1 1  2 

L 1 p 114 42 
2 - 3 5  X (2x/~R~o - , , / 3 R S l ) / 6 ~ 6  48 13 

 [nl 36 2 0 x 12 12 
i P33(1232) 4103/2 [56,0+1o g p, n -101  0 0 -101  
3 ~ p , n  - 1 7 6  0 0 - 1 7 6  
1 $31(1650) 2101/2 [70,1-] 1 ~ p, n 62 - ( 2 R ) o  - x/-2RXl)/12x/~ 24 86 
1 D33(1670) 2103/2170,1-]1 7 p ,  n 99 (4RXo + x/-2RXl)/12x/6 - 9  90 

3 _R~I /12  - 1 5  91 p, n 106 
1 s *  P33(1690) 4103/2 [56,0+]2 ~ p, n 22 Roo/3 - 2 0  2 
3 s* p, n 38 Roo/x/3 - 3 4  4 
1 F3s(1890) 410s/2 [56,2+]2 ~ p, n - 1 3  (x/-6-R So - 5R~l) /3x/T6 33 20 
3 p, n - 5 4  (3w/6R~o - RSl)/3x/~ 46 - 8  
1 P31 (1910) 4101/2156,2+]2 7 P, n 20 ( -2RSo + x/gRSl) /6x/ '5  - 3 6  - 1 6  
1 F37(1950) 4107/2 [56, 2+] 2 ~- p, n - 3 4  2(3RSo + x/6RSl)/3x/-~ 0 - 3 4  
3 p, n - 4 4  2(x/r3RSo + x/2RSl ) / 3 x / ~  0 - 4 4  

- 7 4  -+ 15 
34 ± 35 

- 1 0  -+ 15 
- 7 5  -+ 15 

171 ± 15 
- 1 2 9  ± 10 

63 +- 25 
- 4 9  +- 35 

16 -+ 10 
- 3 2  -+ 36 

21 -+ 12 
- 6 2  ± 40 

- 5  -+ 30 
25 -+ 10 

127 ± 35 
- 1 6  -+ 20 

43 ± 30 
- 3 7  -+ 40 

- 2 0  +- 45 
18 -+ 55 

19 -+ 55 
18 + 80 

18 -+ 40 
18 -+ 50 

- 2 5  ± 50 
24 ± 70 

- 3 1  ± 50 
- 4  ± 60 

- 1 3 9  ± 5 

- 2 5 6  ± 5 

46 -+ 36 

72 _+ 26 

72 ± 45 

- 2  ± 40 

- 1 2  ± 50 

21 ± 30 

- 1 0  -+ 60 

- 1 1  ± 20 

- 6 9  ± 16 

- 7 6  ± 20 

375 

Kubota, Ohta, Phys.Lett.B 65 (1976) 374-376
Higher order in 1/m ~ relativistic corrections
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Relativistic corrections
Foldy–Wouthuysen-Tani transformation ~ 1/m expansion

∼ (σq) +
ω

2m
((σq) − 2(σp))

−
1

8m2 [(σq)q2 + 2(σq)(qp) − 2(σp)q2 + 4(σq)p2 − 4(σp)(pq)]

+
ω2

8m2
(σq)

(ab) = ⃗a ⋅ ⃗b , ω = m2
π + ⃗q 2

p: internal quark momentum

Previous calculations

Generate unsuppressed terms

                     EXP         Model (NR)      + Corrections 
     50-70            3 [1]                     ~ 25 
    < 0.97            0.3 [2]                  ~ 0.3 
       2.6              2.2 [1]                   ~ 2.2 
       15               31 [1]                    ~ 10 
       1.9              4.3 [1]                   ~ 1.3

Λc(2765)
Λc(2625)
Λc(2595)
Σc(2520)
Σc(2455)

Preliminary Γ's

ℒπqq =
gq

A

2fπ
q̄γμγ5q ⃗τq ⋅ ∂μ ⃗π p

q⃗σ ⋅ ⃗q
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Pc - Nucleon resonance above the  threshold ~ cc̄ uudcc̄
A couple channel model with MB and 5q core

Yamaguchi, Hosaka, Santopinto et al 
Phys.Rev. D96 (2017), 114031,  
Phys.Rev.D 101 (2020) 9, 091502

has the overlap with the meson-baryon channel but should
be included separately in the system.
Thus, our model Hamiltonian, expanded by the open-

charm MB and 5q channels, is written as

H ¼
!
HMB V

V† H5q

"
ð1Þ

where the MB part HMB contains Ki; the kinetic energy of
each MB channel i and Vπ

ij; the OPEP potential, and H5q

stands for the 5q channels. For simplicity, we consider that
H5q is diagonalized by the 5q channels (denoted by α) of
Table II and its eigenvalue is expressed by Mα. The off-
diagonal part in (1), V, represents the transition between the
MB and 5q channels. In the quark cluster model, such
interactions are modeled by quark exchanges accompanied
by gluon exchanges. In the present paper, we shall make a
simple assumption that ratios of transitions between various
channels i ∼MB and α ∼ 5q are dominated by the spectro-
scopic factors, overlaps hijαi. The absolute strengths are
then assumed to be determined by a single parameter.
Various components of the Hamiltonian are then written as

ðHMB
ij Þ ¼

0

B@
K1 þ Vπ

11 Vπ
12 % % %

Vπ
21 K2 þ Vπ

22 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA;

ðH5q
αβÞ ¼

0

B@
M1 0 % % %
0 M2 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA ð2Þ

and

ðViαÞ ¼ ðhijαiÞ ¼

0

B@
V11 V12 % % %
V21 V22 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA: ð3Þ

Now let us consider the coupled equation for theMB and
5q channels, Hψ ¼ Eψ , where ψ ¼ ðψMB;ψ5qÞ,

HMBψMB þ Vψ5q ¼ EψMB;

V†ψMB þH5qψ5q ¼ Eψ5q:

Solving the second equation for ψ5q, ψ5q ¼
ðE −H5qÞ−1V†ψMB and substituting for the first equation,
we find the equation for ψMB,

!
KMB þ Vπ þ V

1

E −H5q V
†
"
ψMB ¼ EψMB: ð4Þ

The last term on the left-hand side is due to the elimination
of the 5q channels, and is regarded as an effective
interaction for the MB channels. Thus, the total interaction
for the MB channels is defined by

U ¼ Vπ þ V
1

E −H5q V
†: ð5Þ

We then insert the assumed 5q eigenstates into the second
term of (5),

Uij ¼ Vπ
ij þ

X

α

hijVjαi 1

E − E5q
α
hαjV†jji ð6Þ

where E5q
α is the eigenenergy of a 5q channel. In this

equation, we have indicated the meson-baryon channel by
i, j, and 5q channels by α. In this way, the effects of the 5q
channels are included in the form of effective short range
interaction. The corresponding diagram of this equation is
shown in Fig. 1. The computations for the OPEP and the
short range interactions are discussed in the next sections.

B. One pion exchange potential

In this subsection, we derive the one pion exchange
potential (OPEP) between D̄ð&Þ and Yc in the first term of
Eq. (6). Hereafter, we use the notation D̄ð&Þ to stand for a D̄
meson, or a D̄& meson, and Yc to stand for Λc, Σc, or Σ&

c.
The OPEP is obtained by the effective Lagrangians for

heavy mesons (baryons) and the Nambu-Goldstone boson,
satisfying the heavy quark and chiral symmetries. The
Lagrangians for heavy mesons and the Nambu-Goldstone
bosons are given by [50,96–100]

LπHH ¼ gπTr½Hbγμγ5A
μ
baH̄a(: ð7Þ

The trace Tr½% % %( is taken over the gamma matrix. The
heavy meson fields H and H̄ are represented by

Ha ¼
1þ =v
2

½D̄&
aμγμ − D̄aγ5(; ð8Þ

TABLE II. Channels of 5q’s with color octet qqq and cc̄ with
possible total spin J. For notations, see text.

Channel ½q38; 12(0 ½q38; 12(1 ½q38; 32(0 ½q38; 32(1

J 1=2 1=2, 3=2 3=2 1=2, 3=2, 5=2

5q( )
pi pj V V ji

D

Yc

FIG. 1. One pion exchange potential (left) and the effective
interaction due to the coupling to the 5q channel (right). The
meson-baryon channels are generally represented by D̄ and Yc,
respectively, and i is for the initial and j the final channels. A 5q
channel is denoted by α.

YASUHIRO YAMAGUCHI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 96, 114031 (2017)

114031-4

Σc, Σ*c , Λc

D̄, D̄*

π-exchange
Coupling to  
quark core

VπðqÞ ¼ −
!
gMA g

B
A

4f2π

"
ðŜ1 · qÞðŜ2 · qÞ

q2 þm2
π

T̂1 · T̂2; ð6Þ

where Ŝ is the spin operator and T̂ is the isospin operator.
gBA is the axial vector coupling constant of the correspond-
ing baryons.1

The coupling of the MB channels, i and j, to the
five-quark (5q) channels, α, gives rise to an effective
interaction, V5q,

hijV5qjji ¼
X

α

hijVjαi 1

E − E5q
α
hαjV†jji; ð7Þ

where V represents the transitions between the MB and 5q
channels and E5q

α is the eigenenergy of a 5qchannel. We
further introduced the following assumption:

hijVjαi ¼ fhijαi; ð8Þ

where f is the only free parameter which determines the
overall strength of the matrix elements. In order to calculate
the hijαi, we construct the meson-baryon and five-quark
wave functions explicitly in the standard nonrelativistic
quark model with a harmonic oscillator confining potential.
The derived potential hijV5qjji turned out to give similar
results to those derived from the quark cluster model [7].
The energies and widths of the bound and resonant states

were obtained by solving the coupled-channel Schrödinger
equation with the OPEP, VπðrÞ, and 5qpotential V5qðrÞ,

ðK þ VπðrÞ þ V5qðrÞÞΨðrÞ ¼ EΨðrÞ; ð9Þ

where K is the kinetic energy of the meson-baryon system
andΨðrÞ is the wave function of the meson-baryon systems
with r being the relative distance between the center of
mass of the meson and that of the baryon. The coupled
channels included are all possible ones of Σð%Þ

c D̄ð%Þ and
ΛcD̄ð%Þ which can form a given JP and isospin I ¼ 1=2.
Equation (9) is solved by using variational method. We

used the Gaussian basis functions as trial functions [56]. In
order to obtain resonance states, we employed the complex
scaling method [57].
In Fig. 1 and Table I, experimental data [1,34] and our

predictions are compared. The centers of the bars in Fig. 1
are located at the central values of pentaquark masses while
their lengths correspond to the pentaquark widths with the
exception of Pcð4380Þ width, which is too large and does
not fit into the shown energy region. The boxed numbers
are the masses of the recently observed states [34], and the

corresponding predictions in our model. The dashed lines
are for threshold values. Our predicted masses and the
decay widths are shown for the parameters f=f0 ¼ 50 and
f=f0 ¼ 80. Here, f0 is the strength of the one-pion
exchange diagonal term for the ΣcD̄% meson-baryon chan-
nel, f0 ¼ jCπ

ΣcD̄% ðr ¼ 0Þj ∼ 6 MeV (see Ref. [45]). Setting
the free parameter f=f0 at f=f0 ¼ 50, we observe that both
masses and widths of Pþ

c ð4312Þ and Pþ
c ð4440Þ are repro-

duced within the experimental errors. However, the state
corresponding to Pþ

c ð4457Þ is absent in our results, where
the attraction is not enough. Increasing the value of f=f0 to
70, the state with JP ¼ 1=2− appears below the ΣcD̄%

threshold, and at f=f0 ¼ 80 the mass and width of this state
are in reasonable agreement with Pþ

c ð4457Þ. However, as
shown in Fig. 1, the attraction at f=f0 ¼ 80 is stronger than
that at f=f0 ¼ 50 and hence the masses of the other states
shift downward.
We find as expected that the dominant components of

these states are nearby threshold channels and with the
quantum numbers as follows: ΣcD̄ with JP ¼ 1=2−

[Pþ
c ð4312Þ], ΣcD̄% with JP ¼ 3=2− [Pþ

c ð4440Þ] and with
JP ¼ 1=2− [Pþ

c ð4457Þ] meson-baryon molecular states.
Let us compare our results with the ones reported by

other works. In Ref. [36], the assignments of the quantum
numbers for Pcð4440Þ and Pcð4457Þ are different from
ours. Since these two states are located near ΣcD̄% threshold
and both states have the narrow widths, it is natural to
consider them to form the J ¼ 1=2 and 3=2 states in
S-wave. It is emphasized that in our model the spin 3=2
state (4440) is lighter than the spin 1=2 state (4457). In
Ref. [37], they studied seven heavy quark multiplets of
ΣcD̄, ΣcD̄%, Σ%

cD̄, and Σ%
cD̄%, and considered two options of

FIG. 1. Experimental data (EXP) [1,34] and our results of
masses and widths for various Pc states. The horizontal dashed
lines show the thresholds for corresponding channels and values
in the right axis are isospin averaged ones in units of MeV. The
centers of the bars are located at the central values of pentaquark
masses while their lengths correspond to the pentaquark widths
with the exception of Pcð4380Þ width.

1In our previous publication [20], there were a few errors in the
matrix elements, which are corrected in this paper. After the
corrections, however, important results of our discussions remain
unchanged.
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inputs, Pcð4440; 4457Þ ∼ ð3=2; 1=2Þ which they call set A
and (1=2, 3=2) set B. In the heavy quark limit, there are two
parameters in the Hamiltonian and so the above inputs for
the two states are enough to fix the two parameters. The
other five states are predicted. Interestingly, their set A
predicts the other five states similarly to what our model
predicts.
Therefore, new LHCb results give us an opportunity to

study the spin-dependent forces between the Σc and D̄#. It
is important to determine which of the above spin 1=2 and
3=2 states is more deeply bound. There are two sources for
the spin-dependent force in our model. One is the short
range interaction by the coupling to the 5-quark-core states.
The other is the long range interaction by the OPEP,
especially the tensor term.
To examine the effects of the tensor interaction of the

OPEP, we have investigated the energy of the resonant Pc
states of J ¼ 1=2 and 3=2 around the ΣcD̄# threshold, and
of J ¼ 1=2, 3=2 and 5=2 around the Σ#

cD̄# threshold
without the OPEP tensor term as shown in Fig. 2. In that

plot, we have used f=f0 ¼ 80. From Fig. 2, we observe the
following facts. (1) The tensor force provides attraction as
indicated by the results with T in Fig. 2. This is because it
contributes to the energy in the second order due to channel
couplings. (2) The role of the tensor force is further
prominent in the decay width; the agreement with the
experimental data is significantly improved. Moreover, the
decay width increases as the spin value increases. We
consider it again because of coupled-channel effects due to
the OPEP tensor force. The dominant components of the
obtained resonances are the S-wave state of the nearby
threshold channel. The tensor coupling allows the reso-
nances to decay into the D-wave channels below the
resonances. Since there are manyD-wave coupled channels
in the higher spin states, the decay widths of these states are
increased. In fact, the number of the D-wave coupled
channels below the Σ#

cD̄# threshold is 3 for JP ¼ 1=2−,
while 7 for JP ¼ 3=2−; 5=2−.
From the observation in Fig. 2, we find that the short

range interaction is more attractive in the 3=2− state in the
present model. This contrasts with what is expected for
the color-spin interaction that provides more attraction for
the 1=2− state. The reason is in the quark structure of
hadrons as explained below. In the quark cluster model, the
hadron interaction is due mainly to the two terms: one is
the Pauli-blocking effect which is measured by the norm
(overlap) kernels and the other is the color-spin interaction
from the one gluon exchange. The former is included in the
present study, and is usually dominant when the norm of
the two-hadron state deviates largely from 1 [58,59]. It can
be less than 1 due to the Pauli blocking (repulsive) but also
can be more than 1 (attractive) because of the spectroscopic
factor. For the ΣcD̄# channel, the norm is 23=18 for the
3=2− state while it is 17=18 for the 1=2− state [45]. Namely,
this contribution of the spectroscopic factor is strongly
attractive in the ΣcD̄#3=2− state and slightly repulsive in
the ΣcD̄#1=2− state.
To estimate the effect of the color-spin interaction,

which is not included in the present study, we revisit the
coupled-channel dynamical calculation where both the

TABLE I. Comparison between the experimental mass spectrum and decay widths with our results. For our results for f=f0 ¼ 80,
the values in parentheses are obtained without the OPEP tensor force, which are also shown in Fig. 2. All values except JP are in units
of MeV.

EXP [1,34] Our Results for f=f0 ¼ 50 Our Results for f=f0 ¼ 80

State Mass Width JP Mass Width JP Mass Width

Pþ
c ð4312Þ 4311.9 & 0.7þ 6.8

−0.6 9.8 & 2.7þ 3.7
−4.5 1=2− 4313 9.6 1=2− 4299 (4307) 9.4 (12)

Pþ
c ð4380Þ 4380 & 8 & 29 205 & 18 & 86 3=2− 4371 5.0 3=2− 4350 (4365) 5.0 (3.6)

Pþ
c ð4440Þ 4440.3 & 1.3þ 4.1

−4.7 20.6 & 4.9þ 8.7
−10.1 3=2− 4440 16 3=2− 4415 (4433) 15 (1.8)

Pþ
c ð4457Þ 4457.3 & 0.6þ 4.1

−1.7 6.4 & 2.0þ 5.7
−1.9 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1=2− 4462 (4462) 3.2 (0.96)

1=2− 4527 0.88 1=2− 4521 (4526) 2.8 (0.18)
3=2− 4524 7.6 3=2− 4511 (4521) 14 (3.4)
5=2− 4497 20 5=2− 4468 (4491) 18 (0.0)

FIG. 2. Comparing the results with and without the tensor force
of the OPEP for the states around the ΣcD̄# and Σ#

cD̄# thresholds.
The label “without T” stands for the result without the OPEP
tensor force, while the label “with T” stands that with the OPEP
tensor force. The same convention is adopted as in Fig. 1.

YASUHIRO YAMAGUCHI et al. PHYS. REV. D 101, 091502 (2020)

091502-4

• One parameter fit explains the three states as molecules: masses and decay widths 
• OPEP and quark core couplings are important to form hadronic molecules
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Summary and prospects
(1) The λ and ρ modes should be further established, especially ρ modes. 

     λ mode: diquark motion,  ρ mode: diquark excitation. 

(2) Roper siblings with HQ seem to be explained by the QM. 

      as supplemented by relativistic corrections. 

      Their similarities in a wide range of flavors must be understood. 

       Stiffness/compressibility of the smallest matter. 

(3) Pc, the nucleon excited states is a molecular like.   

      The nucleon shows with completely different structure by energy. 

      Analogous to 12C ground state and the Hoyle state of α cluster.
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Ωc: Two opposite models

Ωc

2

3

4

1

0

5/2– 
3/2– 
1/2– 
3/2– 
1/2–

3/2+ 
3/2– 
1/2– 
1/2+ 
1/2–

Quark model: Yoshida et al, Phys.Rev.D 92 (2015) 11, 114029 
Five states appear as λ modes ~ agrees with the QM but splittings are too narrow 

Chiral soliton: Kim, Polyakov, Praszałowicz, Phys.Rev.D 96 (2017) 1, 014009 
Chiral interaction lowers positive parity states

Determination of parity is important

x 100 MeV
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Standard 
quark model

0ℏω
1ℏω
2ℏω

~ 500 MeV

1/2+ 1/2− 1/2+

mN /mΩ = 940/1672 ∼ 0.56

realization of the symmetry above (e.g., [26,27]). For the
purposes of these comparisons, it is helpful to introduce a
spectroscopic notation: X2Sþ1L!J

P, where X is the
Nucleon N or the Delta !, S is the Dirac spin, L ¼
S; P;D; . . . denotes the combined angular momentum of
the derivatives, ! ¼ S, M, or A is the permutational sym-
metry of the derivative, and JP is the total angular momen-
tum and parity. This notation also is used in Table IV,
which we discuss now.

In the negative-parity N# spectrum, there is a pattern of
five low-lying levels, consisting of two N1

2
$ levels, two

N3
2
$ levels, and one N5

2
$ level. The triplet of higher levels

in this group of five is nearly degenerate with a pair of !1
2
$

and !3
2
$ levels. This pattern of Nucleon and Delta levels is

consistent with an L ¼ 1$ P-wave spatial structure with
mixed symmetry, PM . As shown in Table IV, the same
numbers of states are obtained in the SUð6Þ 'Oð3Þ classi-
fication for the negative-parity Nucleon and Delta states

constructed from the ‘‘nonrelativistic’’ Pauli spinors as we
find in the lattice spectra. The lowest two N#$ states are
dominated by operators constructed in the notation of
Eq. (13) as NM 'ðS ¼ 1

2
þÞM 'ðL ¼ 1$ÞM ! JP ¼ 1

2
$

and 3
2
$, while the three higher N#$ levels are dominated

by operators constructed according to NM 'ðS ¼ 3
2
þÞS '

ðL ¼ 1$ÞM with JP ¼ 1
2
$, 3

2
$ and 5

2
$. Similarly, the low-

lying Delta levels are consistent with a !1
2
$ and !3

2
$

assignment. There are no low-lying negative-parity S ¼ 3
2

Delta states since a totally symmetric state (up to antisym-
metry in color) cannot be formed. Consequently, there is no
low-lying !5

2
$, which agrees with the lattice spectrum. In

the nonrelativistic quark model [26], a hyperfine contact
term is introduced to split the doublet and quartet states up
and down, respectively, compared to unperturbed levels
and the tensor part of the interaction provides some addi-
tional splitting. The result is that the doublet Delta states
are nearly degenerate with the quartet Nucleon states as is
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FIG. 11 (color online). Spin-identified spectrum of Nucleons and Deltas from the lattices at m! ¼ 524 MeV, in units of the
calculated " mass.
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FIG. 12 (color online). Spin-identified spectrum of Nucleons and Deltas from the lattices at m! ¼ 396 MeV, in units of the
calculated " mass.
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 Lattice data
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“Quantum Field Theory”, Itzykson and Zuber, McGraw-Hill, 1980, p71

 terms1/m2

…….

…….


